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Two decades on from our original lighting masterplan we
created for Coventry City Centre, we were thrilled to be
engaged by Balfour Beatty Limited and Coventry City
Council to produce and support a renewed 'Lighting Vision'
in support of their year as UK City of Culture 2021/2022
and looking to the future through the legacy of that event.
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Building on our working knowledge and
understanding of the area, we created a
holistic vision for the experience after
dark, drawing spaces, important
buildings, landmarks and cultural
projects together through a lighting
framework. Referencing themes from the
City of Culture - energy, innovation and
dynamism - we created a backdrop for
2021 while including projects with
legacy value, highlighting heritage, and
creating special areas for social
interaction while respecting moments of
silence and darkness.



 



 



 



 

Greyfriars Green

This important landscaped area has
become a playful gateway that
transforms the journey from the station
to the centre city. Inspired by some of
the city's colourful and well-loved
interventions, such as the Morag
Myerscough "Endless Ribbon'
installation and the LGBT+ rainbow road
crossing in Bull Yard, we envisaged a
changing carpet of coloured light, with a
palette that adapts according to the
season. Mature trees are highlighted in
white at key decision-making points in
the route, creating a soft landscape
setting for the colourful pathway.



 



 



 

The 3 Spires

Coventry's three famous spires: Christ Church, Holy Trinity
Church, and the remains of the original St Michael's
Cathedral. All were re-lit to glorious effect using modern
LED technology.



 



 



 


